
Capital Numbers is the preferred choice of Fortune 500 Firms, SMEs, Agencies and Startups 

to access India's top 1% software developers.
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Revolutionize Your 

Business with Cutting-Edge 
AI & ML Solutions
ISO 9001 & 27001 Certified with over 
98% 5-Star Rating

Empowering Innovation and Efficiency with 
Advanced Artificial Intelligence and Machine 
Learning Technologies
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Transform your project vision into 
an exceptional digital product.
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Hall 5, Stand 5G73 capitalnumbers.com
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Unlock the potential of AI and ML with 
our expert services. We offer custom 
solutions, data analytics, and 
automation to revolutionize your 
business efficiency and growth.

GenAI Development Services
Explore limitless opportunities with GenAI 
where we bring our deep technical 
knowledge around GenAI foundational 
models like GPT-4, Llama, PaLM2, DALL-E, 
Stable Diffusion, Bard, etc., to create high-
quality apps, code, images, content, and 
more.

AI and ML Integration
Our offerings also include integrating 
advanced AI/ML models into your legacy 
systems to fuel innovation and bring positive 
changes in how your organization interacts 
and operates.

Robotic Process Automation 
(RPA) with AI


Whether you want to automate your simple 
back-office tasks or complex workflows, our 
certified developers can combine RPA with 
AI's cognitive ability to help you fulfill all kinds 
of tasks without lag.

Data Science Consulting
Automate and operationalize your Data 
Science models with our AI models. Our AI 
and Data Science consultants can combine 
the two techs to automate your data 
interpretation and decision-making process.

Custom AI and ML 
Software Development
You can get tailor-made AI/ML services 
from our experienced developers. We 
custom-build AI/ML solutions to perform 
unique tasks like data classification, pattern 
recognition, and transformation specific to 
your requirements.

Voice Recognition and 
Processing
We understand that the voicebot revolution 
is in full force. So, we leverage the power of 
voice tech to develop intelligent verbal 
interfaces that can naturally simulate 
human-like responses to people's queries.

Computer Vision Services
We can help you tap into the potential of 
visual automation by developing computer 
vision systems like facial recognition apps, 
barcode scanners, etc., that can classify the 
tiniest of details from video/audio/image 
files.

AI-Driven Business Intelligence
With our experienced developers, you can 
also implement AI in your BI systems. We 
have hands-on expertise in developing AI 
models that help with predictions, ‘what-if' 
scenarios, insights, and 
recommendations.

AI/ML Development Services
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AI and ML Consulting
As a leading software development company 
with a decade-long experience, Capital 
Numbers is skilled at helping clients apply 
practices and strategies surrounding 
responsible AI implementations.

Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) Services
Leverage our advanced NLP Services to 
streamline communication and data 
analysis. Our offerings include intelligent 
chatbots, sentiment analysis, text 
categorization, and language translation.

Deep Learning Solutions
We deeply understand the intricacies of AI/
ML models. So, we know what it takes to 
build, fine-tune, and deploy advanced deep 
learning algorithms that learn by 
experience and uncover tremendous 
business opportunities.

AI and ML Cloud Services
Save on operational costs with our AI/ML 
cloud services that can heighten 
processing capacity, automate low-level 
service requests, infuse flexibility, eliminate 
human error, and reduce your IT 
infrastructure expenses.

AI/ML Development Services

Our AI and ML Development Process

AI Product Discovery
We hold an initial 

discussion with our client to 
discuss their AI/ML product 

needs and vision.

1

AI Model Monitoring
After deployment, we 
continue to train and 

monitor the AI model to 
improve its responses to 

human queries.

6

Data Cleaning
We then start collecting 

and cleaning relevant data 
that aligns with our client's 

needs.

2

AI Product Deployment
Once we test the solution 

and find everything 
satisfactory, we deploy it 

into our client's desired 
platform.

5

Data Preparation
We prepare the data (APIs, 

databases, etc.) before 
feeding them into the AI/ML 

training model.

3

AI/ML Model Training
We train the AI model after 
feeding the data, ensuring 

the AI-generated 
responses match our 

client's needs.

4
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AI/ML Development Services
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I want to hire your team for 
my project/s

I have ad-hoc requirements 
and want to pay hourly

Most Popular

I want to add Full-time AI-ML 
Specialist/s to my team

How We Can Work With You

Our AI and ML Use Cases

Capital Numbers can help you adopt AI and ML 
solutions at scale in areas like:

Marketing & 
Sales

Banking & 
Fintech

Smart Utilities

eCommerce

Education

Data Science

Cyber Security

Healthcare

Recruitment 
& HR

Read More
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AI/ML Development Services

On G2, Clutch, Google & 
GoodFirms

300+ Five Star 
Reviews On G2, 
Clutch, Google & 
GoodFirms

YOY Organic 
Revenue Growth

30+%
Clients 
Worldwide

237+

Certified

ISO 9001 & 
ISO 27001 Technologies 

Supported

40+

Number of 
Employees

750+
Awards in the 
Last 11 Years

25+

Established
2012

Sq.ft. Global 
Delivery Centre

25,000

Great Reviews

Bernice Ang
Founder, Thrive Life Consulting  

"Excellent attention 
to detail and 
responsiveness."

’’ ’’

Ryan Davies
Managing Director, Like 
Media Group

"They are easy to work 
with, flexible, and 
willing to go the extra 
mile."

’’

Bob Norberg
CMO, Cloud Age Solutions

"They were quick and 
efficient and their 
work was very good."

Why Choose

CAPITAL NUMBERS?
We use custom teams to help businesses scale their 
development, design & digital marketing capabilities
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Recent Awards & Certifications

Our Offices

Kolkata (Headquarter)

Mani Casadona, Unit No 8E4,Action Area 
#2 F, New Town,Kolkata 700156,West 
Bengal, India

Are you interested to 
learn more about our 

AI/ML development 
services?

capitalnumbers.com

AI/ML Development Services

Visit us at 


Hall 5, Stand 5G73


